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ABSTRACT

The goal of this study is to see how students' relational understanding affects their ability to solve proof problems in basic logic classes. Because this study will illustrate how students' relational knowledge in solving arithmetic problems, it is a qualitative research with a descriptive kind. Tests and interviews were used to gather data, which was then evaluated using research data reduction methodologies, which included presenting data in the form of descriptions based on features of relational knowledge, and finally concluding the findings. The findings revealed that students' relational understanding appeared to be carried out in solving proof problems, specifically in the interpretation aspect, then in the aspect of preparing questions and hypotheses, and finally in the aspect of generalization, all of which were visible when observations were made and were found in the responses of students. However, there are still flaws and inconsistencies in the signs of applying and performing reasoning.
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INTRODUCTION

The importance of learning objectives cannot be overstated (Pane & Dasopang, 2017). This aim will be met if students comprehend what the teacher has learned and communicated. As a result, comprehension is critical in learning (Kusmaryono, 2014). Involved in the study of mathematics in high school and college. The knowledge of concepts, for example, is an example of this type of understanding (Susanti & Taufik, 2021). Students can solve arithmetic problems more easily if they understand the appropriate principles. (Booth, 2014). There is also a relational understanding that is highly crucial in studying mathematics in addition to knowing concepts.

Understanding what to do and why is referred to as relational understanding (Skemp, 2020). Relational understanding, on the other hand, can be defined as pupils' ability to figure out how procedures will be employed to solve problems and why each step in the technique is carried out. As a result, having a relational awareness is critical for pupils. The procedural category for indicators of skill and fluency in carrying out processes and the proper results is the relational understanding that is the subject of this research. Recognizing when to use procedures, knowing the prerequisites for employing procedures, and being able to present logical arguments are the conceptual categories for indicators.
Relational understanding will be able to improve students' understanding of learning mathematics by focusing on how the process will be employed (Syarifah, 2017). In order to see relationship comprehension, a unique teaching style is required (Patkin & Plaksin, 2019). A notion must be constructed from a principle that produces many plans in relational understanding (Star, 2020). It takes a long time to figure out why this is. From relational understanding, various things are produced, including right knowledge, training to see the problem as a whole, developing skills, and building inductive capacities (Maulyda, 2020). According to the reasoning above, it is critical to teach students relational understanding, which includes learning about proof material in the Basic Logic course. The proof material in the Logic course requires a thorough comprehension, as well as clear methods and easy-to-understand procedures, to ensure that there are no errors in the proof. Interpretation, asking questions and hypotheses, and generating generalizations are all facets of relational understanding that were used in this study.

Students' knowledge of the proof rules content was found to be highly inadequate, and students did not comprehend why, based on observations of students in the Basic Logic Course. Students, for example, do not understand when to use the norms of exchange, deriving conclusions, and conditional proof. Lack of understanding of what will be demonstrated, the method of evidence that will be used, lack of capacity to manipulate what is known and what method will be utilized, and lack of awareness of the procedures to be used are all factors that contribute to students' difficulties in proving (Salsabila et al., 2016). A study conducted by (Siregar, 2016) Students have trouble demonstrating not just because of a lack of competence, but also because of a lack of practice working on proof questions, according to the author.

The study of relational understanding was conducted by (Sulasmi et al., 2020) which claims that educators play a critical role in learning, particularly when it comes to relational knowledge. (Yazidah et al., 2018) In his research, he discovered that the process of relational understanding is good, but that it may be improved by utilizing suitable teaching approaches. (Wulandari & Rakhmawati, 2019) additionally claims that children who are educated utilizing particular methodologies have different relational knowledge. The researcher will analyze the relational understanding in proof as a result of the foregoing exposition of the problem's history. It is intended that by providing a description of the relational understanding of the rules of proof, it may aid in the teaching of the rules of proof to students. The challenge in this study is how the students' relational understanding is used to solve the problem of proof rules. While the goal of the study is to describe students' relational grasp of the rules of proof when addressing problems

**METHOD**

The research method employed in this study was a qualitative approach with descriptive research. This study will look at how students use relational understanding to solve problems involving proof rules. The information gathered throughout the research will be examined and summarized using relational understanding indicators.

The participants in this study were mathematics education students who studied Basic Logic courses. The goal of the study is to see how students' relational understanding affects their ability to solve proof problems. The research procedure begins with the preparation stage, which includes the analysis of relational understanding indicators and the preparation of instrument questions; the second stage is the implementation stage, which includes giving students test questions and conducting interviews; and the final stage is data analysis, which
involves the researcher receiving the data and analyzing it in accordance with the relational understanding indicators that have been prepared.

Tests and interviews are two methods for gathering information. The purpose of the test is to determine how the students' relational understanding fared. While interviews are used to determine what the reasons are or how students obtain or use the information supplied, they are also used to determine how students obtain or use the information presented. A test sheet was employed in this investigation as an instrument. The purpose of this study's data analysis is to look at the results of student work, which are then compared to indications of relational comprehension. The results are then explained, and the findings from the interview activities are used to support and strengthen them. The following are the features and indicators used in the analysis of test findings.

Table 1. Indicators of Relational Understanding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation</td>
<td>Performing an Identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posing questions and formulating hypotheses</td>
<td>Posing questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalization</td>
<td>Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thinking in a Flexible Way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conclude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This study was done at the University of Muhammadiyah Malang's Mathematics Education Study Program, where students studied Basic Logic classes on the subject of proof rules. The findings of the study or test results are assessed using features and signs of Relational Understanding, such as interpretation, asking questions and hypotheses, and making broad generalizations. The next talk will go over the consequences of relational understanding in depth.

a) Interpretation

The interpretation factor is intended to assess students' ability to interpret and determine what is known in the problem. Students will be able to proceed to complete the proof questions once they have figured out how to interpret or identify the questions. There are signs to detect and apply in the interpretation section.

Performing an Identification

Indicators for identification can be noticed in the way pupils express what they know, such as laying out the known premises and what conclusions will be sought while completing this proof rule. Students that score high on this indicator can write and do it well. The following is an example of student work on proof rules (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. Student Activity 1

Figure 1 illustrates students' ability to write out the problem's premises as well as the conclusions that will be addressed in the proof problem (finishing steps 1, 2, 3, and 4). is to show that the three premises will lead to the conclusion "b." The next stage is to prove these premises after they have been written down.

**Apply**

One part of interpretation is the use of indicators. When students are able to apply the rules from the proof to the solution of the proof problem, this is an example of this signal. Students are claimed to be able to perform it in this indicator, even though some students have difficulty and do not complete it correctly. Figure 2 shows an example of student completion in the problem of the rules of proof.

Figure 2. Student activity 2
Students use the induction rule to answer proof issues in mathematics, as shown in Figure 2. In the induction rule, students must meet three conditions during the proof process: proving $n = 1$, proving $n = k$, and proving $n = k + 1$. Students are able to solve this problem by applying mathematical induction methods and completing and proving the three conditions supplied. Not only that, but it has also employed multiple solution steps from algebra's solving rules to prove it. For instance, in the last step, use the distributive property of multiplication to arrive at the conclusion that will be addressed in the problem.

b) Posing questions and formulating hypotheses

Indicators for asking questions and providing hypotheses on questions are included in the aspects of asking questions and hypotheses. This is demonstrated by conducting interviews with students who are currently working on the proof problem. The two indications are explained in the following paragraphs.

Posing questions

Students can observe and assess the existing questions in the indicator for asking this question. Because it is seen when students respond to the questions posed during the interview. The following dialogue appears to be taking place:

\[ T : \text{What exactly does the question imply?} \]
\[ M : \text{The challenge wants you to show that if you know a, then an or b, then c, and that the conclusion is a and c bu if you know a.} \]

From the dialogue, it appears that the kids have grasped the questions and are capable of asking follow-up questions. In the proving process, at the very least, students must know ahead of time which path the evidence will go from the problem, making it easier to solve.

formulating hypotheses

Proposing a hypothesis is the next step in this process. Students can do it before starting the proofing procedure in this indicator. This can also be evident in the interactions amongst students who are working on them during interviews.

\[ T : \text{How does M's photo go through the proofing process?} \]
\[ M : \text{I believe that in order to prove ma'am, I should employ a well-known assumption.} \]
\[ T : \text{Isn't that a command to rely on circumstantial evidence?} \]
\[ M : \text{Yes, ma'am, I'll have to apply the indirect evidence procedure outlined in the guidelines.} \]
\[ T : \text{How do you prove it in a roundabout way? Isn't it different?} \]
\[ M : \text{It's different, ma'am, because we may utilize the conclusion as a new premise by employing its negation, and then if it's indirect evidence, we'll see if there's a conjunction of one of the identical statements to the negative or not, allowing us to determine the direction of proof from indirect evidence.} \]

Students were able to explain the needs for indirect evidence during the discussion. The criterion is that the conclusion's negation is utilized as a new premise, which is shown by the presence of a conjunction of the same statement and its negation in indirect proof.

c) Generalization

The generalization part of proving is an aspect of reasoning that allows students to discover what is created by the proof process. Reasoning indicators, flexible thinking
indicators, and concluding indicators are all part of the generalization aspect. In the following conversation, more information on the topic of generalizing will be provided.

Reasoning

The reasoning indication is the first indicator in the generalizing category. The most essential signal is the reasoning indicator. It is said to be crucial because it is what completes the verification process or determines whether what is in the inquiry is proven or not in this reasoning indicator. Of course, you utilize or must comprehend a variety of additional indications in the verification process, such as implementing indicators. Because you must employ some mathematical rules. Students are able to accomplish it and complete it in this indicator, despite the fact that some students do it with flaws and mistakes. An example of student work is shown below.

![Figure 3. Student activity 3](image)

Figure 3 illustrates this point. This is an example of applying the rules of exchange and inference to complete the proof. It will be demonstrated in the problem that the conclusion is e, based on premises 1, 2, 3, and 4. Of course, the student has employed the rules in the rules of evidence, notably various exchange rules and inference rules, to reach his conclusion. In addition, students have employed all of the primary premises in the proof procedure, namely premises 1, 2, 3, and 4. Not only that, but students also employ all of the other premises that have been formed by applying some of the accessible rules in order to arrive at the problem's conclusions and be proven. It may be argued that students are able to reason well in addressing problems involving proof rules since they are able to apply the rules that exist in the proof and employ existing premises. Even though it was discovered that some students did not do it since they only utilized a few premises to establish it, it was still discovered that some students did not do it.

Thinking in a Flexible Way

In order to solve mathematical issues, you must be able to think in a flexible manner. In this scenario, open thinking is meant by flexible thinking. Because it will be possible to
choose or utilize many methods to tackle these mathematical difficulties if you think honestly. When it comes to proofing, flexibility is also essential. Because it will be clear how to arrive at the desired conclusions with flexible thinking. Students have also used this indicator, albeit most of them have had problems using it. Students' challenges are due to a lack of students conducting exercises from a variety of questions, as a result of which they seldom use all of the available rules and only employ a few of them; here is an example of flexible thinking in the rules of evidence.

![Figure 4. Student Activity 4](image)

In order to solve the proof problem, students used flexible thinking in Figure 4. Students utilize the power rule and then the rules in algebraic operations to prove that the question in question can be divided by six in the proof of \( n = k + 1 \). Even though there are alternative approaches that can be used, such as logarithmic rules or something else.

![Figure 5. Student Activity 5](image)

Figure 5 shows the second example of flexible thinking. Students should be able to produce proofs aimed at the right-hand side and proofs aimed at the right-hand side in the figure for the third step, namely \( n = k + 1 \). As a result, students can select from a list of equations that are considered simple to answer. Or, to put it another way, students can change the direction of the proof as they see fit.
Conclude

The final phase in the generalization process is to come to a conclusion. In this situation, the learner is able to write the ultimate conclusion of the issue posed, namely whether or not the question is proven after numerous methods or phases of evidence have been completed. Students have completed this indication and recorded the conclusions of each question so that it can be determined whether the method was proven or not.

Based on the study's results, it can be concluded that students' relational understanding in addressing proof problems is visible and has been carried out by students during the proof process. It's just that some students continue to make mistakes or are less accurate in their solutions, particularly on the indicators of application and reasoning. This is due to the fact that applying indications and reasoning necessitates precision and skills in solving them or applying other mathematical principles, such as powers, multiplication, or number operations in other algebra.

The study of relational understanding was carried out by (Rahmad et al., 2016) also those who arrive at the conclusion that visual and symbolic representations can be employed to investigate relational knowledge. So it can be argued that in order to teach proof in mathematics later, visual representations and dimbolik can be used or paid attention to so that the proving process runs easily and without complications. Although, when seen from a relational perspective, the process of proof may be seen in this study.

This study contradicts the findings of another study (Mardiana & Hidayanto, 2016), because it is asserted that pupils' comprehension is still instrumental or non-relational because students are unable to describe the rationale. This can be due to variances in material, but it can also be due to the fact that when students grasp the rules that exist in the rules of evidence, they will be able to accomplish it simply. Furthermore, using difficult operations in calculations, such as those in the derivative idea, is not recommended by the principles of proof.

CONCLUSION

According to the findings, kids already have a relational understanding and have demonstrated their ability to solve proofs in fundamental logic tasks. Both mathematical induction and conditional proof rules are used in the proof. Although some people still make mistakes and aren't exact because of inaccuracies, this relational knowledge is widely accepted. Students have legitimate motives for using the rules of forming conclusions and rules of trading that are already in place. As a result, it looks that the relationship understanding is complete.
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